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> A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR

ALEXANDRINA DIAC
DIRECTOR GENERAL

THE PERSEVERANCE
THAT KEEPS US STANDING
Academic work can be compared to working the some of my reflections from this issue of Essentials,
land, whereby one must adapt to the needs that which, I hope, can give you a taste of what is being
each new season brings. Sowing seeds during the proposed here.
spring is hardly the same as gathering the harvest
in autumn. And yet, there is a certain continuity Dear readers and sponsors,
among the different types of work that a gardener
must do. The consequences of their work can only be We wish to thank you, from the bottom of our
generous and abundant when they remain constant hearts, for your perseverance and faith in our misand persistent throughout the seasons. Likewise for sion! Thanks to you, the Foundation has also been
a life of study. This is why we can say that the end able to persevere in its mission to support the Domiof the 2018-2019 acadenican University College,
mic year can only be folthrough its grants and
lowed by the beginning
bursaries that amounted
of the 2019-2020 year. In
to $902,880 for the 2018Academic work can be compared
keeping with this path of
2019 year. Your perseto working the land, whereby one
perseverance, we had the
verance and generomust adapt to the needs that
convocation ceremony in
sity have also provided
the spring, and the opeeach new season brings.”
support for the College
ning of the new acadeand its ongoing promic year in the fall.
jects. Along with many
others, I would like to name: Chair Benoît-Lacroix
Perseverance is an “intellectual habit.” You can see on culture and faith, Chair Jean-Marie Roger Tillard,
it in the “work site” that is the garden of academic dedicated to consecrated life, Chair Noël-Mailloux in
programs. Thanks to this, students can reap the ethics, care and spirituality, as well as the Head Start
richness of their professors’ “fruit baskets.” Acade- program, which provides children and adolescents
mic success is the fruit of perseverance, which ins- an introduction to philosophy.
pires and changes the way in which one lives and
thinks. Perseverance is the “morning and evening Thank you so much, and enjoy your reading!
sequence of events.” On the path of holiness, conversion is only the beginning, while perseverance is the
rest. For “indoor gardening” requires a great deal of
perseverance and a good attitude. Here I draw on

Alexandrina. Diac
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> EVENTS

GRADUATION
CEREMONY AT
THE DOMINICAN
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE:
FACULTY OF THEOLOGY AND
FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY
MAXIME ALLARD, O.P.
PRESIDENT OF THE DOMINICAN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

A very long time ago, right before Midnight Mass one
Christmas Eve, I received a diploma from the hands of
Father Mailhiot. I received it in between a washing machine
and a drier… ah the good old days. Everything was simple.
Since then, thanks to the Anglophones that have joined
the Dominican University College after 1992, the English
“convocation” tradition (a graduation ceremony) was introduced to the College, and the graduates from the Pastoral
Institute were on board before long. Some of these ceremonies were very intimate, while others impressive. Our
conventual churches in Ottawa and Montreal welcomed
this university event.
What a beautiful celebration: the music playing, the formal
entry of the faculty and the students that had completed
the program, distinguished guests, the conferring of diplomas, and applause. There is also a speech from the counsellor, the president, and sometimes from someone who
had received an honorary doctorate. Then, finally, a joyful
gathering around fruits, cheeses, pâtés… all accompanied
by a fine vintage, of course! After all, in vino veritas?!
On a more serious note, the graduation ceremony is the
time for us to celebrate, as professors and administrative
staff, the university journey that these youth and mature
adults accomplished, whether it was for a certificate or
to have completed their doctoral studies! It is an occasion
to contemplate the existential transformations of several

people. It is often an opportunity to meet with their families, and witness the pride in their expressions or their
smiles. It is, after all, an occasion to celebrate the ties
woven over the semesters, heralding strong relationships.
On a much more serious note, the graduation ceremony
allows us to remember what is at the heart of the Dominican University College’s mission, and that of its professors!
Every day, as much for the professors as for students, there
is always the risk of forgetting what our commitments at
the university are based on, and the horizon to where our
activities are headed.

The graduation ceremony breathes
new life into everything. It launches
intellectual work, research and truth,
lessons in traditional philosophy, theology,
relevant pastoral work, skills development
and life experiences back into
the adventure.”
All of this is worthy of celebration!

On March 31, 2019, the Dominican University College hosted the graduation ceremony that shone light on the success
of the graduating students from the Faculties of Philosophy and Theology (Bachelor’s, Master’s, and PhD.).
After having conferred the diplomas, two graduates - Marie de Lovinfosse and Jodi Kristjanson - received the Governor
General’s Academic Medal for exceptional academic success.
Congratulations to the graduates, and a heartfelt thank you to all of our benefactors; it is thanks to them that the
Dominican University College’s mission is possible!
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END OF THE YEAR RECEPTION

A CHURCH ON THE MOVE, AN INSTITUTE IN CELEBRATION!
ON MAY 3 OF LAST YEAR, THE DOMINICAN PASTORAL INSTITUTE HELD ITS TRADITIONAL END-OF-YEAR
RECEPTION, WHICH ALWAYS PROVES TO BE A WARM-HEARTED OCCASION, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES
TO CELEBRATING NEW GRADUATES. THE THEME FOR THE EVENING WAS “A CHURCH ON THE MOVE,”
WHICH WAS ALSO THE THEME FOR THE INSTITUTE’S 2018-2019 ACADEMIC YEAR.
The evening’s welcome reception began in a relaxed
mood, with guests trickling in and chatting casually. Professors Michel Nolin and Michel Proulx, O. Praem., made
sure that their guests were served in a happy atmosphere.
People were then invited to enter the Pastoral Institute’s
auditorium, where they were welcomed by Bruno Demers,
O.P., the host of the evening’s celebrations. Martin Bellerose, Director of the Institute, and Maxime Allard, O.P.,
President of the Dominican University College, then offered eloquent welcome speeches of their own.
What followed was a wonderful tradition, whereby each
counsellor called forward the graduates, one after the
other, to be read a brief word of personal congratulations,
and then given a symbolic gift. This year, the Institute’s

professors gave the graduates a pocket-sized Bible, the
kind of gift that makes it easier to study the Word ... while
on the move! Once this nod to the theme of the academic year was completed, the graduate would then offer a
heartfelt speech.
Once the speeches had finished, all of the Dominican
Pastoral Institute’s personnel created a reception line
around the graduates, to the sound of applause from the
guests present. After a splendid meal came another tradition: the graduating students’ cutting and serving cake.
An evening like this one, marked by the organized involvement of the Institute’s entire team, with the touching
words of gratitude delivered by the graduates, illustrates
how

the Dominican Pastoral Institute
is more than just a university-level centre
of learning: it is a living environment,
a place of belonging for those
who attend it.”

Mathieu Lavigne
DUCF • AUTUMN 2019
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> EVENTS

A RENEWED,
ENLARGED
AND ENERGIZED
DOMINICAN
FACULTY
OF THEOLOGY!
DIDIER CAENEPEEL, O.P.

DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF THEOLOGY
OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

In order to revitalize and develop the teaching, research
and theological services for the Church and society, the
Faculty of Theology of the Dominican University College has recently entered its next phase of renewal.
The Ottawa-based Faculty of Theology and the Montreal-based Pastoral Institute have reconfigured their
affiliation to the Dominican University College, pooling
their resources within a single faculty, with a single
team of professors.
To ensure its vitality and its influence, both in Quebec
and Ontario, the renewed Faculty of Theology now
consists of two units: the Dominican Pastoral Institute (DPI), which conducts its activities from Montreal,
and the Dominican Institute for Theological Studies
(DITS), which conducts its activities from Ottawa. The
faculty can thus rely on the excellence, know-how and
experience of all fields of theology, from a team of 14
professors.
The Faculty of Theology offers civil and canonical
programs for the three academic cycles, both from its
Ottawa and Montreal campuses, including the use of
videoconferencing for its courses. The faculty continues to build on an original and stimulating learning
environment, with a focus on personalized attention to
students and coaching.
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By consolidating itself, the faculty strengthens its involvement in the spiritual and intellectual tradition of the
Dominicans, which is characterized by the search for
truth, reflection that is both free and rigorous, sensitivity to cultural and social contexts, explicit service of
the Gospel, and intelligence in faith. This involvement
is also concrete and practical, while the faculty benefits from the proximity and synergy of two Dominican
communities.

I am convinced that this renewal
will enable the Faculty of Theology
to strengthen and continue its
mission, at a time when so many
spiritual, ethical, ecclesial and
social challenges demand
our full commitment
to a missionary and creative
theological service.”

FOUNDING
CONFERENCE
AT THE DOMINICAN
PASTORAL INSTITUTE
FOR THE START OF THE 2019-2020
ACADEMIC YEAR

On September 11, 2019, the Dominican Pastoral Institute
launched its 2019-2020 academic year under the theme
“a Church in service: a look at the ecclesial ministries
exercised by laymen” with a lecture given by Rick van
Lier, a professor at the Institute who specializes in the
history of the Church, sociology and ecclesiology, and
who is a member of the ad hoc committee for reflection
on the “new ministries” exercised by laymen of the
Assembly of Catholic Bishops of Quebec.

Apart from the founding conference for the academic
year 2019-2020, the Dominican Pastoral Institute paid
tribute to two valuable collaborators, Mrs. Lise Leclerc
(Diocese of Saint-Jérôme) and Msgr. Jean-Marc Robillard,
p.h. (Diocese of Saint-Hyacinthe), who both retired
after many years of service as heads of training in their
dioceses.
The event concluded with exchanges between the many
participants, who were all taking in the excitement of starting
a new academic year!
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>  ETHICS AND SOCIETY

PERSEVERANCE
AS AN EPISTEMIC
VIRTUE
JEAN-FRANÇOIS MÉTHOT
DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY
THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

TODAY, A GLOBAL DEMONSTRATION IS TAKING
PLACE, HELD BY STUDENTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISTS. GRETA THUNBERG IS MARCHING IN MONTREAL. WHAT’S AT STAKE HERE?
NOTHING MORE THAN THE IMMINENT MASS
EXTINCTION OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL LIFE ON
EARTH.

What does one think of all this? Some see it as (another)
movement stirred up by irrational panic, fed by the media
and by social networks, while others see it as a legitimate
planetary emergency. What can we do? We want to be good
citizens. We want our actions to serve what is good, not
only for ourselves, but also for our neighbourhood, city,
country, and - of course the planet. Should we join these
young people protesting? Should we change our consumption habits? Perhaps become vegan? Surely, we can do away
with our cars. Maybe we should put an end to every extraction of natural resources and halt industrial production?
Our actions in these types of situations partly depend on
the knowledge we already have of them. But how can we
make sure that what we know is ultimately true? The history of ideas is swarming with examples of false truths
that have been accepted as hard facts. And how can
we, as epistemic subjects, arrive at having knowledge?
Epistemology is the branch of philosophy that deals with
nature and human knowledge, namely the conditions and
limits of knowledge. A very traditional way of defining
knowledge, according to the famous interview between
Socrates and the young Theaetetus, as recorded by Plato,
is described as “knowledge as judgement with an account.”
Knowing something generally means that this thing, or
rather the proposition describing it, is real, that we believe
in it, and that we have good reason to do so. Therefore, for
something to be considered a good epistemic subject, there
must be a clear distinction between true and false, it must be
properly judged - meaning that we must agree on the validity
of its proposal - and base our judgements on good reasons.
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According to many philosophers, from Aristotle to Zagzebski, the task of this subject, on knowing, requires
certain intellectual qualities, what Aristotle would
consider virtues, such as an open mind, a sober and
courageous intellect, and perseverance. The epistemology of virtue advances just as much as these virtues
are necessary for our intellectual or cognitive success.
But how, in a post-truth era, can we exercise these virtues? We could firstly recognize that despite the scope
and efficiency of contemporary means of dissemination, we are still in the same situation as Socrates
when facing the Sophists, his advisors on communication - what we would call “spin doctors” today - who
knew how to make any idea convincing and acceptable.
It is therefore true, for us as well, that we must continue
to inform ourselves, ask questions, develop opinions,
and refuse or accept a proposition following a detailed
analysis. We must be ready to consider all sensible
hypotheses, to weigh them, discern the best ones and
defend our judgements. For the epistemology of virtue,

perseverance thus becomes an intellectual
habit that allows us to keep our
investigations open, and avoid letting go
of our better judgement.”

The Thinker, sculpture by Auguste Rodin

Perseverance plays an important role in all epistemic
operations. At the same time, perseverance can go too
far, as Aristotle observed regarding moral virtues, which
we can adopt as sceptical defeatism or obstinacy. In light
of ideologically charged media, it is easy to choose one
and blindly follow its approach, or even tell oneself that
we can never know what is true. On the contrary, we
must gather information from a variety of sources and go
further, if possible, to understand by example, making
an effort to read scientific articles or attending scientific conferences. It is through diligent study that we can
finally arrive at a better representation of reality.
Perseverance is also linked to intellectual courage in the
endeavour to justify knowledge. For our current study,
we must continue to test the hypotheses and opinions
on the climate and environmental issues, and maintain
a rational dialogue.
During this term, I have the pleasure of teaching courses
DPHY 1100 “Introduction to Philosophy” and DPHY 2840
“Philosophy of knowledge” at the Dominican University
College’s Faculty of Philosophy. In these courses, we will
directly challenge the difficulties in thinking, understanding and knowing. We will be raising the great questions
of philosophy, reading classical or contemporary works
together; searching for truth. It is this very challenge that
we share with Socrates, Saint Thomas or Arendt, to name
a few. It is the perseverance of philosophy that Aristotle
predicted to the Athenians: “You have killed me because
you wanted to escape the accuser, and not to give an

account of your lives. But that will not be as you suppose:
far otherwise. For I say that there will be more accusers
of you than there are now” (Plato, Socrates’ final speech).

I am proud of these students
who, in this age of disinformation
and “fake news”, are heavily
invested in the search for truth
and meaning by turning toward
philosophy.”

They are learning how to persevere in thought, research
and dialogue. I don’t know what their opinions are regarding these discussions on climate change, but I know that
philosophy is giving them precious resources for understanding current debates, evaluating what’s at stake, and
contributing to the common good.
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>  TESTIMONIES

FROM ONE CONSTRUCTION
SITE TO ANOTHER:

BUILDING
THE CHURCH!
RICK VAN LIER
PROFESSOR – PASTORAL INSTITUTE
OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

produce global statistics related to
When I was young, I was once asked,
this phenomenon (“Socio-demograpoint blank: “Which sentence from
phic analysis of the first census of
the Gospel calls out to you the most?”
I therefore work every day
new Catholic communities,” Urbania
I answered, just as spontaneously:
University Press, Rome). Canada has
“You are Peter, and on this Rock I
on building the Church
sixty, many of which are in
will build my Church” (Mt 16, 18). To
through teaching, publishing about
Quebec. A systematic census of new
build the Church: that’s what calls to
me! Many years later, having become and the many services that are Canadian communities still remains
a professor at the Dominican Uniasked of me from the Church to be done, but I was able to produce
a preliminary survey, also in 2015,
versity College’s Pastoral Institute in Quebec and elsewhere.”
published in a collective dedicated
back in 2004 - I was assigned to the
to the study of consecrated life in
field of theological education, called
Canada (“Between tradition and innoecclesiology - literally the theologivation: new communities and new
cal discourse (logos) on the Church
(Ekklesia). I therefore work every day on building the forms of consecrated life in Canada,” Wilfrid Laurier University Press, Waterloo).
Church through teaching, publishing and the many services that are asked of me from the Church in Quebec and
elsewhere.
This interest in the phenomenon of “New Communities” - a
I feel like a builder, as described in Ephesians 2: 19-22,
which describes the part we must all play in building
the Church. In line with this passage, I went from one
construction site to another, breaking ground in some
cases, and adding the finishing touches in others. There
are two major building projects that I hold particularly
close to my heart, and which are the subject of my work as
a professor at the Dominican University College.

Building new religious communities
The first building project has to do with the new religious communities that appeared in the Catholic Church
during the decades following the Second Vatican Council
(1962-1965). There are roughly 800 of them in about 40
countries around the world. In 2015, I was the first to
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designation which actually lumps together a very different
collection of realities (new religious and secular institutes,
new societies of apostolic life, or new mixed and plurivocational communities) - goes back about twenty years, to
when I was finishing a master’s degree in sociology on the
new religious communities in the Church of Quebec (Université Laval). At the same time, I was also interested in the
lives of communities with a deeper history, being involved
in the Canadian Religious Conference, in the review
“En son Nom. Vie consacrée aujourd’hui,” as well as being
a J.-M. R. Tillard Chair on the religious life of the Dominican University College, of which I am still a member today.
In these different settings, I worked on the subject of charisms of founders, which, in 2007, led to the publication of
the volume “Comme des arbres qui marchent. Vie consacrée et charismes des fondateurs” (Novalis, Montreal).

The reality of lay people associated with religious institutes has also held my attention over the years.
But the most important building project is certainly that
of my doctorate in theology, which I recently completed,
and which will be defended in the autumn of 2019. The
title for my thesis: “Communion” or “confusion” of states?
The experience of the new plurivocational communities as re-read in the light of the notion of “state” in the
Second Vatican Council (1,408 pp.), under the direction
of Professor Gilles Routhier, Dean of the Faculty of Theology and Religious Studies at Université Laval. I deal with
the particular way of life of new so-called plurivocational communities, such as the Chemin Neuf Community,
the Community of the Beatitudes or the Communauté du
Verbe de Vie, to give some examples. These communities
gather sharing the same community and legal affiliation,
representing all the states formed in the Catholic Church:
ordained ministers (in this case, deacons and priests), lay
people, single or married - with their families in some
cases - as well as single persons consecrated by means
of evangelical counsel (chastity, poverty, and obedience).
Living in accordance with the ideal of the “communion
of the states,” these communities claim to be the heirs of
the Second Vatican Council, and the authority on its teachings to the Church and to the faithful. It is in this last
perspective that I try to better understand these realities
and propose ways to resolve certain confusions and tensions that may mark the relationship between members
of different states. This academic work is closely linked
to the teaching I give to the Pastoral Institute, as well as
to the research and publications that I intend to carry out
in the years to come.

Building ecclesiastic ministries that
are exercised by the laity
Recently, I began working on another project: that of
the ecclesial ministries exercised by lay people. The subject was not unfamiliar to me, since the majority of our
students at the Pastoral Institute are lay people engaged
in various pastoral areas of the Church. However, I have
been able to deepen the issues related to the lay pastoral
agents engaged in the missionary activity of the Church,
thanks to my appointment, in 2018, by the Quebec Assembly of Catholic Bishops. (AÉCQ), an ad hoc committee that
studies the new ministries exercised by lay people. On this
site, unlike the previous one, I am not acting as a pioneer.
On the contrary, there has been much research and many
publications on this subject. In light of this, and precisely
to give an account of what has already been written on this
subject, I have just produced a study in which I outline, in
summary form, the content of AÉCQ publications, and in
particular the Communities and Ministries, from 1986 to
2017, on ministries exercised by laypeople. This document
will be published shortly on the AÉCQ website.
From a historical and ecclesiological perspective, this
study shows the innovative character of certain ecclesial
ministries exercised by lay people, ranging from the pastoral presence in schools and hospitals, to emerging areas
such as a pastoral presence among migrants, spiritual
accompaniment, ecological commitment, preaching, presiding over funerals, etc. It will be remembered that it was
the clergy who, for centuries, were the main protagonists
in the ministry of the Church. In the wake of Vatican II,
the ecclesial ministry is now assumed, distinctly but in a
complementary way, between the ordained and unordered faithful. In addition, we can emphasize the preponderance of women in pastoral work. Nuns, especially, have
been at the forefront of this movement.

The theme for the opening academic
year, at the Pastoral Institute, will be “For
a Church that serves.” And by serves, we
also mean ministry, or diakonia - two related terms. This is certainly the evangelical
line advocated by Pope Francis, echoing
an ancient volume of the Dominican and
ecclesiologist Yves Congar: Power and
Poverty in the Church (1963, reissued in
2014 under the banner “The prescribed
book of Pope Francis”). The work of the
Dominican University College, through its
faculties of Theology, Philosophy and its
Pastoral Institute, aims at nothing more
than building the Church. This is our mission, in solidarity with those who support
our work and collaborate in the mission of
the Dominican University College

A Church not made
to dominate, but to serve.
A Church not made to blame,
but to welcome. A Church
not only for believers, but
for all humanity”
(Congar, 2014)
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>  TESTIMONIES

A FRUIT
BASKET!
PASCALE HADDAD

But that on the good ground
are they, which in an honest
and good heart, having heard
the word, keep it, and bring
forth fruit with patience.”
(Luke 8, 15)

When I think of my life’s journey, it immediately comes
to mind that the people who Saint Luke is referring to
are, in my view, first and foremost the teachers I have
rubbed shoulders with during these ten years of study
at the Dominican Pastoral Institute. Each of them heard
the Word at one point, with an honest and good heart,
and kept it. Each of them, through their patience, has
since brought forth fruit.
Today, I would therefore like to pay homage to this “fruit
basket” which, for me, has been the entire teaching
team. This basket has allowed me, between 2009 and
2019, to complete two part-time certificates, in the education of faith and in pastoral studies. I weathered this
journey while working full-time for the Federal Public
Service, and as a pastoral action volunteer at the parish.

After ten years, this “fruit basket”
has given me the impetus to want
to work, not harder, but towards
something.”
I therefore departed, prematurely, from the Federal Public
Service, which had been like a mother to me, and had nourished my professional development for over 27 years. From
that moment, I decided to serve another mother: Mother
Church.
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This “fruit basket” has now allowed me to better assume my
responsibilities to the Archdiocese of Montreal, as Director
of the Office of Faith Education. Among the many fruits
that I have sampled and enjoyed, I especially remember:
▶▶

An unquestionable hope for the Church as a community of believers, a hope carried by Brother Daniel
Cadrin and Sylvie Latreille. This constantly saves me
from despair, despite the history of the Church –
which has sometimes proven quite difficult – and to
always remain confident in the Church’s future.

▶▶

Faith in pastoral action, a faith embodied by Amabilis
Langford and Sophie Tremblay. This faith reminds me
to make a point of supporting the pastoral agents in
their ecclesial mission. I invite them especially to use
the various tools that belong to fields of knowledge,
know-how and interpersonal skills.

▶▶

The attachment to the Bible and to an exegesis that
is accessible to us all. This attachment was sustained
by Francine Robert, and by fathers Michel Gourgues
and Michel Proulx. As a result, I make the Word of
God the centre of my thoughts and actions. I refer to it
constantly through my participation with the work of
God, a work of both creation and salvation.

▶▶

Belief in the ability of the individual and the community to change. Sister Yolande Frappier and Suzanne
Desrochers both shared this belief. It supports me in
my desire to continue building the Church.

When thinking about the “fruit basket” that I was able to
savour at the Dominican Pastoral Institute, I remember
the following adage: “You are what you eat,” to which I can
only request: “a second helping, please!”

FROM STUDENT
TO SPONSOR
YVAN DESROCHERS
DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ALUMNUS

My journey to the Dominican University College began
in 1998, when a new ministry, the Youth Ministry at the
Annunciation of the Lord Parish - where both my wife Diane
and I became occasional volunteers - was established. The
following year, I was invited - along with this Youth Ministry
Group - by the Ottawa Archdiocese of Youth and Family
Ministry to participate, as a short mission, in the preparation of the 2000 World Youth Day, which was being held in
Rome.
Attending the Summer 2000 World Youth Day with the
Ottawa Archdiocese Clergy and Youth proved to be a
wakeup call; some of those Youth were taking Philosophy
courses at the Dominican University College and highly
encouraged me, along with Reverend Msgr. Patrick Powers,
to do likewise. With scholarly assistance from the Deans of
the Faculty of Philosophy and Faculty of Theology, I registered in a part-time Philosophy-Theology B.A. Program for
the winter 2001 Term, and attended my first class: “Introduction to Critical Thinking.”
I had no idea that this first Academic Semester, for which I
was so excited, would lead to another 16 years of study and
research, rewarding me with 3 degrees: B.A. Philosophy,
B.A. Theology, and M.A. Theology.
These many years of study have transformed me into a better person, have led my faith into charity, and have heightened my hope of learning more and yearning for the truth,
through a rigorous, classical, and authentic curriculum,
and by firmly engaging into this University-College’s invaluable mission.
In light of everything that I have received from the College,
I must express my gratitude. I would naturally like to thank
all of the professors, but especially Father Michel Gourgues,
Mr. Jean-François Méthot, Sister Marie-Thérèse Nadeau,
Father Hervé Tremblay, Mr. Gabor Csepregi, as well as
Father Maxime Allard. Each of you have made an enormous contribution to my academic success and have all
influenced my life’s vision and way of thinking.
On January 1, 2006 I began putting aside $1 every day
in a deed of gratitude; this would amount to $400 (which
included a Christmas present) by December 31. This $400
was my first donation to the Dominican-University-College
Foundation, which would soon afterward award the amount

to a new student in need. This deed of gratitude continued
for 10 years, until I graduated from the M.A. Theology Program; immediately after, I doubled my daily savings, which
yielded an annual donation of $800, given toward a scholarship at the Foundation. Today, I can humbly say that my
contribution has increased.

With the start of this new
Academic Year, I am launching
a challenge to each Alumna and
Alumnus to join me in saving $2
per day starting today, and give it
to the Foundation either monthly
or annually in recognition of the
excellent training that they had been
given while studying there.”

This gesture is not only a means to give back to this Institution, but it is also a deed of gratitude for the better persons
that they have become through their learning, and a means
to give life-changing opportunities to those new pupils in
need of financial assistance for their studies, who will also
be transformed into better persons.
To quote Father Daniel Cadrin’s closing thought at the ‘Training for the Mission’ Spring 2019 Letter: “Through your

generous support for the foundation, we are counting on you;
and rest assured, you can count on us.”
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>  TESTIMONIES

JACQUES MARCOTTE, O.P.

RESILIENCE AND
PERSEVERANCE
WHAT PREVENTS US FROM GIVING UP, EVEN
WHEN FACED WITH THE MOST OVERWHELMING
ADVERSITY OR THE MOST ACUTE IRRITATION?
WHAT GIVES US RESILIENCE AND TENACITY IN
THE FACE OF CHALLENGES?

It can only be, without a doubt, the inner certainty of
being right. It is when obstinate conviction and determination head together, hand-in-hand, down their common
path. It is the loyalty to something greater than oneself,
which can thus defy time, and the wear and tear that time
brings.

with a thousand ongoing or intersecting thoughts, but
who also remained, day after day, welded to his concrete
reality, faithful to himself and to the burdensome duties
that occupied his days. He had to deal with the demands
and constraints of being a farmer.

My father looked after everything; he always remembeIn this case, I am thinking about my father, back on the
red the essentials. He wanted to excel, to succeed. He was
farm we had at Saint-Basile, in Portneuf Regional County.
a proud man. He was a man of the land. He was a proud
He had come here at the age of 20, following the death of
husband. He was a family man. For me, I associated him
his unmarried brother, who had handed over «the land»
with bread on the table, the happiness of being together,
to the next person in the family. My father was then oblithe harmony and peace that reigned at home.
ged, overnight, to take over. He wasn’t
really prepared for this kind of work,
Providing the household’s daily bread
but he plunged in headlong, investing
was indeed hard work! One needed to
his heart and all of his energy into it.
take risks, explore new possibilities, and
It is the loyalty to
Before long, he got married, and filled
also absorb the drawbacks of bad seasomething greater
the house with a family of his own. I
sons, while facing the ups and downs
am the sixth of twelve children.
of the market. One needed to exploit
than oneself, which
opportunities. One had to be quick and
can thus defy time,
We lived through the experience of
daring so as to act at the right time. All of
and the wear and tear
World War II, and the rationing that
this lent rhythm and a sense of urgency
was part of everyday life, followed by
to my father’s life.
that time brings.”
the post-war boom. The farm was a
family business. Our mother would
In all he did, my father was a man of
visit the stable, evening and morning, to milk the cows.
vision and wisdom. He took the time to live, to read, and
Thanks to everyone’s help, the company grew. There
to celebrate. He made sure to pray often. He never missed
was no other alternative, given the need to support this
mass on Sunday or on holidays. He read the newspaper,
growing family.
listened to the news, and respected his “sacred” naptime.
All this remained in alternation and in balance with daily
Coming back now to my father, who for me had always
chores, seeing to the cows, the morning and evening
seemed to be a man of calculation and reflection; a poet
“series of events.” This is how perseverance settled in
on his spare time, he was also imaginative, fond of wellhis life, created his identity, his gravity, his direction, his
constructed and well-spoken phrases, had an open mind,
continuity, his motivation.
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I knew our college since the turn of the 1960’s, a time
when things were still flourishing. It was a time of sharing - given the large number of Dominican student
brothers - of teaching philosophy and pastoral theology
in Montreal, and theology in Ottawa. Happily, in both
places, I found men who were both remarkable and skilled, eminent teachers who were engaged in the initial
training of upcoming generations, no matter the level
or subject being taught. What mattered to them was to
carry the torch, to ensure a service to intelligence, and
maintain high standards and quality teaching at home.
Together, these men wrote the history of the College’s
commitment. Like the farmer from Saint-Basile, they
did the morning and evening series of events. They were
there to work. They knew how to take advantage of the
time and the opportunities offered. In the leadership of
the College, there was this immense passion, both lively
and vigilant, an opportunism of good quality and a sense
of strategy that were, when we think about it, obedience
to the Spirit, a generous answer to our Lord’s call.

For me, the work of the Dominican University College with its two campuses, one in Ottawa and the other in
Montreal - belongs to this type of loyalty, attachment to
reality, stubborn tenacity, perseverance. The Dominican
University College serves a cause that goes beyond it. It
offers a necessary service, which is irreplaceable in the
Church and in the world. Over the years, it has deeply
rooted itself in the intellectual, social, cultural and religious history of our country. Sustained by French and
English resources from here and elsewhere, it is an original sign in a vast milieu that points to a mixed and diversified culture. It is therefore able to enter into dialogue
with the society around it.
The College is in itself, since its inception, a challenge
to be met, a story to invent, a project destined to renew
itself constantly in order to be faithful to its purpose, its
deep meaning, its own nature.
The Dominican University College is a place that provides training through reflection, research, knowledge
and understanding. It must be creative, inventive, open,
and welcoming. Does it not provide the framework, the
resources and the conditions for everyone to come freely,
to find what they need?

I have given up naming these people, who have done so
much for the College. I remember them with gratitude
and admiration. There were those who preceded them,
whom I did not know. I understand that a beautiful continuity has been maintained throughout the generations in
a deep kinship, the communion in the same project, the
powerful inspiration, the unwavering attachment to the
Gospel and the Church.
No, the College is not going to die, nor fade away, let go,
or sadly decline. It pursues a work that exceeds it in time
and resources. Perhaps it is called to redefine itself, to
reorganize itself, to modulate itself differently? It will be
the business of the leaders of today and tomorrow who
will decide the time, the direction. But the spiritual profile of the College, which does not belong to them, will
remain: that of

an institution which has all the assets
of perseverance: a generous passion, an
urgent call, a very respectable tradition,
the capacity to provide an appropriate
answer to real needs, a sincere love for
the Word. All of this is destined to last
and hold against all odds.”
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>  SPIRITUALITY

PERSISTENCE:
A METHOD FOR
UNDERSTANDING
THE WORLD
THE LIFE STORY OF
JOHN HENRY NEWMAN
KOTA KANNO, O.P.
DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ALUMNUS
PRIOR OF THE CONVENT OF ST. DOMINIC-TOKYO

Let this text serve as a reminder of how John Henry Newman1, and his life story, remain a testament to how persistence can be a method for understanding the world, in the
same way that a seed will, overt time, develop into a fruit.
An expert on Newman, who I met in Paris, summarized
his life thusly: before his conversion, his religion - in this
case, Anglicanism - seemed sad, while his life remained
joyful; after his conversion, he found that his religion now Catholicism - had become happy, while his life seemed to have become sad. Indeed, following his conversion, Newman’s life tumbled into a sort of semi-darkness,
affected by all manners of torments.
One of these torments, perhaps the greatest of them all,
was the accusation from a highly renowned Cambridge
professor, Charles Kingsley. He delivered his blow, under
no uncertain terms: “Is he teaching theology in an honest
manner? Is he hiding something behind that religious
career of his?”
But alas, Newman was well aware that his eloquence
could come across as a form of concealment, or perhaps
some sinister tactic. And so, after a moment of bewilderment, he found a way around this roadblock: telling the
story of his life and verifying whether there was a common thread, a sort of consistency in a life full of twists
and turns. This gave way to his famous book, Apologia pro
vita sua, one of the great works of English literature.
1
Cardinal Newman (1802-1884) was beatified in 2010 by Pope Benedict XVI
and canonized on October 13, 2019 by Pope Francis.

Apologia pro vita sua - John Henry Newman’s defence of his religious
opinions, published in 1864.

2
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The Apologia is, for Newman, the search for this common thread in his life, but also a call for a greater general
understanding of the world. He calls this the “economy.”
In order to understand eternal wisdom, human beings
must first pass through this life, similar to the tenets of
classical Platonism. But Newman adds to this the position
of time, as a preponderant historical entity and revealing
mechanism for human experience. History itself becomes
a way to understand timeless truths, like a seed that gives
way to becoming a fruit. This is what he had already anticipated during his patristic studies in Anglicanism. By the
time of the Apologia2, he had become Catholic, but still
stood by the legitimacy of this approach.
Here we can understand one of the reasons as to why
Newman draws some suspicion. Doesn’t conversion generally require some kind of rejection of one’s previous ways
of thinking? Why can’t he better explain this consistency
of thought? Is he hiding something behind these convoluted and fragmented thoughts? This is what makes us ill at
ease with Newman: even after having joined the Roman
Catholic Church, he continued to maintain a perception
of the world that he had developed while still being Anglican, and continued to hold it as legitimate even though it
proved to be complicated, beyond any hope of simplification. It is on this notion that, on both sides of the fence
- Catholic and Anglican - his honesty remains in question.
But Newman continued to believe that this is perfectly in
line with human experience.

John Henry
Newman
by
W. Richmond,
1844

In summary, John Henry Newman’s torments were, for
him, a call to show that his life, like a tree, stretched its
branches up toward the sky, all the while planting its roots
deep into the earth. This process was realized during a
long reflection on the legitimacy of his thoughts and
of his experience, all being in line with a true spiritual
quest. Without the persistence that he had to make a case
for after becoming Catholic, he could certainly not have
realized all of this

For Newman, persistence - as a method
for understanding the world - was
therefore a journey of enlightenment,
shedding light on both his intellectual
and existential roadmap.”

Cardinal Newman (1802-1884)

Brother Kota Kanno was born to a Buddhist family in 1974 in Tokyo.
At the age of 18, he discovered the Confessions of Saint Augustine, and converted.
In 2001, he became noviciate in the Dominican Order and, in 2002, began his studies at the Dominican University College
in Ottawa.
On January 6, 2016, Brother Kota defended his doctoral thesis in theology at l’Institut catholique de Paris, titled:

The “Economic” method, by John Henry Newman.

On March 19, 2019, Brother Kanno was elected prior at the Saint Dominic monastery in Tokyo.
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> READING NOTEBOOK

CATHERINE AUBIN, O.P.

(APRIL 2019)

SEPT MALADIES
SPIRITUELLES :

ENTRER DANS LE DYNAMISME
DES MOUVEMENTS INTÉRIEURS
HUMAN BEINGS HAVE ALWAYS HAD, AND
CONTINUE TO HAVE, SPIRITUAL ILLNESSES
THAT BECOME APPARENT IN EVERYDAY LIFE,
ALONG WITH THE MEANS TO CURE THEM.

In her work, Sister Catherine signals the ongoing importance
of “indoor gardening”, or providing new methods to identify
the weeds, as well as the means to rip them out: humility instead of pride, the joy of giving rather than the detachment
toward greed, and so on.

CATHERINE AUBIN, O.P.

The author invites her readers to enter into a dialogue with
God - the source of love, joy, and healing - and to let themselves be transformed.

Catherine Aubin, O.P., is a professor of spiritual theology at
the Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas (Angelicum, Rome) and visiting professor at the Dominican University College (Montreal).
She is the author of several works:

Les saveurs de la prière (2016),
▶▶ Prier avec son cœur : la joie retrouvée (2017),
▶▶ Les fenêtres de l’âme (2010),
▶▶ Prier avec son corps (2005).
▶▶

PRACTICAL INFORMATION:
Albert-le-Grand Library and Bookstore
2715, Chemin de la Côte Ste-Catherine,
Montréal, Québec H3T 1B6, Canada
albertlegrand1221@yahoo.ca
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« SEPT MALADIES SPIRITUELLES : ENTRER DANS LE
DYNAMISME DES MOUVEMENTS INTÉRIEURS »
can be purchased from the following sites:
www.fr.novalis.ca
www.editions-salvator.com
www.renaud-bray.com
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BECOME A PARTNER
OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
TODAY AND TOMORROW…
☐☐ A one-time donation by cheque, credit card and
online via our website : http://fcud.ca

☐☐ Donation of a life insurance policy
By transferring a life insurance policy you currently hold to the Foundation or by subscribing
to a new life insurance policy and designating
the Foundation as the beneficiary.

☐☐ Monthly donation by cheque or credit card
The monthly donation is a significant way to show
your loyalty to the mission of the Foundation.
☐☐ In Memoriam donation, online (on our website),
by phone or by cheque.

☐☐ Donation of real estate
You can donate a family residence to the Foundation while you still continue using it for the
rest of your days. You will receive a receipt for tax
purposes corresponding to the estimated value
of your possession at the time of the donation.

☐☐ Donations of eligible stocks
(stocks on the financial market and other eligible stocks) You can donate your registered plan
to the Dominican University College Foundation
by indicating it in your will.
☐☐ Donation of a registered plan (RRSP or RRIF)
You can donate your registered plan to the Dominican University College Foundation by indicating it in your will.
☐☐ Legacy gift
Designating the Dominican University College Foundation in your will is a simple way to
leave some of your possessions to an honourable mission. Choosing to make a legacy
donation in your will is also a way to transmit
to your inheritors the values you cherished
throughout your life and to make sure that they
will be transmitted to the future generations.

For additional information please contact us:
Phone: 514 739-9084
Toll free: 1 888 739-9084
Email: info@fcud.ca

GIVING TO THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE FOUNDATION MEANS:
▶▶

Supporting the exceptional teaching provided by the
Dominican University College, including research;

▶▶

Contributing to preserve human and Christian values;

▶▶

Helping our students;

▶▶

Improving the teaching environment;

▶▶

Encouraging projects;

▶▶

Supporting chairs;

▶▶

Ensuring the perenniality of the Dominican cultural
heritage.

2715 Chemin de la
Côte-Sainte-Catherine
Montreal, QC H3T 1B6
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Tel.: 514-739-9084
Toll free: 1 888 739-9084

info@fcud.ca
www.fcud.ca

